The IoT Fabric
for Smart Cities
Reekoh’s IoT Fabric data platform is built to reduce
complexity, increase interoperability and enable
solutions from early stage trials through to
production for smart city customers, vendors and
solution providers.

Smart Cities are often characterised by small and
isolated projects with siloed data separated from
business processes and applications.
The technology-aspects of smart cities are layered and
complex, with decision makers who are looking at
implementing solutions being faced with a fragmented
landscape of devices, networks, security models and
end-to-end applications all attempting to deliver
valuable and effective outcomes for stakeholders.

Taking an open, vendor-agnostic integration
approach to connecting and orchestrating data
workflows that underpin unique smart city projects
means that a return on investment can be made
across the full life cycle of solutions.
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Creating a Smart City Fabric which can make use of Open Data, and be built upon by relevant vendors in key solution
areas is important to maintain a focus on citizen outcomes and data insights, rather than applications and technology.

Integrating IoT and Business Technology
Reekoh is the leading platform for IoT Data and API Management. Our open frameworks and suite
of tools including flow-based data integration design, security and rapid data visualisation,
enables enterprise and government customers with an agile and scalable capability for delivering
IoT solutions and strategies.
With teams across Australia and Asia, and global partnerships across the full range of IoT solution
components, Reekoh is accelerating enterprise IoT adoption across all industries and verticals.
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Things just became clearer™

